
Dear science test makers, 
 
Please find below your mistakes in the science, translation & politics of your Year 9 National 
Test in Physics 2014. 
 
Part A1 
Q1 
SCIENCE PROBLEMS 
Should be “.. the universe originated about 13.82 billion years ago.”  
The 13.82 figure was known more than a year ago from the Planck Satellite measurements eg. 
http://www.slate.com/blogs/bad_astronomy/2013/03/21/age_of_the_universe_planck_results_
show_universe_is_13_82_billion_years.html 
Your 13.7 figure comes from the WMAP satellite in 2008, an 8 year old figure, eg. 
http://www.universetoday.com/13371/1373-billion-years-the-most-accurate-measurement-of-
the-age-of-the-universe-yet/ 
If you want to give a 3 sig figs number then please get it right. If you do not want to keep up 
& adjust your national tests with the latest science then maybe go back to saying “about 15 
billion years ago” or even “a long, long time ago & far, far away”. 
TRANSLATION PROBLEMS 
Should be “.. the universe originated about 13.82 billion years ago.”  
The origins of the universe talks about a specific moment in time. The translated version “was 
formed” is how you describe galaxy evolution. 
Q2 
TRANSLATION PROBLEMS 
Should be “Meteorologist Lisa” not “Weatherman Lisa” – this is a blatantly obvious mistake 
that my students were laughing at ... and is indicative of the low translation standard generally 
(see following problems). Pay your translator a bit more ... or find a new one :-) 
Q4 
TRANSLATION PROBLEMS 
Should be: “Explain the origin of Gamma Radiation” not how it “emerges”. My students 
thought this question meant how the radiation leaves the nucleus not how it is created ... and 
so were marked down by the teachers from the 4 other schools correcting in our group :-( 
SCIENCE PROBLEMS 
The answer should be “the nucleus settles into a lower energy state by giving off a high 
energy photon” not “the atom breaks apart”. My students were again marked down for 
answering correctly this basic physics question. See the GCSE video here at 1:38–  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tfRDb0SV3g  
Q8 
TRANSLATION PROBLEMS 
Swedish version says “med hjälp av ett exemple” but the English translation only says “with 
one example”. The “hjälp av” was deleted in the English translation ... so my students were 
again marked down for only giving one example ... instead of using an example as a basis for 
an explanation. Two VERY different questions :-(  Please check up on your translators! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Part A2 
Q10 
SCIENCE PROBLEMS 
The light bulb fact table does not represent the real world. The energy usage listed is too low. 
The life times listed for the bulbs are too high. The high prices compared to the much cheaper 
old incandescent light bulbs are not mentioned. ... etc. There have been many studies showing 
the “facts” advertised with “energy efficient” light bulbs are not supported by how they 
perform in real households. Also there is no reference for the table. Does it come from a light 
bulb company, an environmental group or a government department? Getting your fact table 
from an independent group is a really, really good thing to do ... and more scientific ... like 
below.  
 
See for example: 
http://www.thegwpf.org/the-burst-pipe-dream-of-energy-saving 
The Burst Pipe-Dream Of Energy Saving 

Policy-makers are calling for oil and electricity to be used ever more efficiently. But scientists 

say that measures like banning light bulbs and home insulation are as good as useless to help 

reduce energy consumption.                                                                                                                   

The simple equation is not working 

The German MPs asked an international group of researchers for answers. Their findings are 

now available as an interim report to the Parliamentary Commission. It should be an 

unpleasant surprise for environmental politicians and efficiency apostles.  

More energy efficiency will not lead to less energy consumption – that’s the paradoxical 

judgement by the energy experts. On the contrary, efficiency measures could lead to an 

increased consumption of energy and resources. 

“Savings from efficiency is widespread wishful thinking”, the economist Reinhard Madlener 

of the Rhine-Westphalia University (RWTH) summarises the report for disbelieving MPs: 

“Saving energy through efficiency gains in a growing system is simply an illusion.” 

... and also, for example: 
http://www.examiner.com/article/cfl-bulbs-shedding-light-on-misleading-performance-claims 

http://www.examiner.com/article/many-consumers-the-dark-about-dangers-of-cfl-bulbs 

CFL bulbs: shedding light on misleading performance claims 
This article, the second in a series, focuses on the misleading performance claims surrounding the 
“more energy efficient” compact fluorescent light (CFL) bulbs now replacing traditional incandescent 
bulbs. These potentially harmful mercury-filled lamps (see my previous column describing the 

dangers) are being forced on consumers by the U.S. congress with support from the Green Lobby and 
light-bulb manufacturers like GE, Sylvania and Phillips. These and other manufacturers stand to make 
huge profits selling the more expensive CFLs  
Exaggerated lifespan 
Real-world reports from the home front show that the claimed extended lifespan of CFLs is often 

greatly exaggerated. There is ample data indicating that the frequent switching on and off of CFLs 
greatly shortens their life 
Less bright, more dim with age 

As many consumers have noticed, CFL bulbs grow dimmer as they age. In a 2003-2004 study, the 
U.S. Department of Energy reported that one-fourth of CFLs, after only 40 percent of their rated 

service life, no longer produced at their rated output. 
Higher heating bills 

Go-Green advocates like to complain about the fact that 90 percent of the energy from incandescent 
lights is given off as heat, with only 10 percent providing illumination. But they ignore one important 

fact: The extra heat given off during the winter months can actually lower energy bills. 

Unsuitable for outdoor lighting 



What about the use of CFLs for outdoor lighting? Forget it. Most do not operate well in low 

temperatures, a performance shortfall that makes them virtually useless for home-security lighting, 

including as lights in motion detectors. 
Myth of mercury reduction 

One of the most misleading arguments advanced in defense of CFLs is the assertion that they reduce 
harmful mercury levels (a dubious proposition given that the bulbs themselves are laced with 

mercury). 

No good reason for switchover 
The fact is there is no good reason for consumers – even energy-conscious go-green enthusiasts – to 

replace their old incandescent bulbs with the much-overhyped and potentially dangerous CFL lamps. 
The sole beneficiaries of the forced switchover are light bulb manufacturers who stand to make huge 

profits selling CFL bulbs whose shelf price has been artificially lowered (but still is higher than 
incandescent bulbs) through hefty subsidies paid to them by taxpayers. 
  
POLITICS PROBLEMS 
Lgr11 specifically informs us that they do not take sides - 
Kursplanen uttrycker inte några bestämda eller normerande svar. 
Lgr11 says - All parents should be able to send their children to school, fully confident that 
their children will not be prejudiced in favour of any particular view. 
However in the Physics 2014 national tests a test maker had put in – 
“Write a proposal to the government where you recommend which type of lamp, LED, 
compact fluorescent lamp that [sic] will be distributed to inhabitants.” 
This has been called “stealth politics”. Forcing students to support a particular side of a 
political argument in exchange for points in their exams. 
 
This also happened in the Chemistry 2013 national tests where a test maker had put in - 
en beskrivning av hur vi vill att det ska bli. and hur vi bör förändra vårt levnadssätt  
So you see there is evidence that test makers are indeed trying to change the curriculum 
according to their own politics/ideology. 
 
In the UK press recently (19 May 2014) teachers & parents have been complaining about the 
politics being put into school science tests and courses: 
http://schoolsimprovement.net/guest-post-teachers-classroom-campaigning-climate-change/ 
... do you think eco-activism should be given a free rein within schools? Do you think you 
should participate in raising fears, followed by giving detailed guidance on how your pupils 
should live, as well as on what they should think? Do you think it is part of your job to burden 
your pupils with ‘saving the planet’ and putting pressure on their parents? 
 
This sort of thing (politics and ideology put into the GCSE science tests - votes for 
grades) also happened in the UK ... and by 2007 there were strong letters of 
complaints (mainly from teachers) in the press around the world about it -  
My pupils will sit an exam and earn a GCSE in physics, but that exam doesn’t cover 
anything I recognize as physics. Over the past year the UK Department for Education and 
the AQA board changed the subject. They took the physics out of physics and replaced it 
with… something else, something nebulous and ill defined. 
  
A paper question asked: `Why must we develop renewable energy sources?’ This is a 
political question. Worse yet, a political statement. I’m not saying I disagree with it, just 
that it has no place on a phycs GCSE paper. 
http://civitas.org.uk/newblog/2007/06/a-physics-teacher-begs-for-his-subject-back/ 
http://frankchalk.blogspot.se/2007/06/lost-subect-of-physics.html 
http://jennifermarohasy.com/2009/05/postmodern-physics/?cp=all 



 
Then, after 7 years, the politics and ideology is now being taken out  - 

Debate about climate change has been cut out of the national curriculum for children 

under 14, key stages 1 to 3 have no mention of climate change under geography teaching 

and a single reference to how carbon dioxide produced by humans impacts on the climate 

in the chemistry section. There is also no reference to sustainable development, 
http://www.thegwpf.org/british-government-abandons-climate-change-education-children-
age-14/ 
 
Though this is unlikely for the Swedish National Science test group to understand, since we in 
Sweden, seem to live in a “Green Box” much stronger than the rest of Europe. The latest EU 
poll shows we live in a country that is the most enviro-concerned (scared?) of all European 
states - Sweden is the only country where none of the three most important 

personal issues are related to the economy. - page 16 
http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/eb/eb80/eb80_first_en.pdf 
 
Other teachers have also been complaining about the politics in these 2014 national tests - 

1. I det senaste nationella provet i geografi tas klimatfrågan upp. Eleverna får se en fin bild av en 
isbjörn plus hur mycket Arktisisen smälte av sommaren 2012, sedan ska de fundera över 
konsekvenserna av att glaciärer och isen i Arktis smälter. Ska förhoppningsvis om ett par dagar 
lägga ut kritik av nationella prov på min hemsida, kanske kan det vara intressant för några att läsa. 

I provet i biologi ska de bl.a. ta ställning för hur mycket ris, potatis och pasta det ska serveras i 
skolmatsalen. Odlingen påverkar miljön, metan avges tex. För att ta ställning ska de granska ett 
antal fakta som har med odlingen att göra. Det är bara det att det faktablad som de får är felaktigt 
till 50 %. 

http://www.klimatupplysningen.se/2014/06/11/en-frisk-demokrati-kraver-en-upplyst-opinion/ 
 
 
 
So ... National Test makers in physics (& biology & chemistry & other subjects) ... you really 
need to try to raise your standards. You really need to sort out your science problems, your 
translation problems and your politics problems.  
 
As I say to my students:  
“I will teach you:  
National Test science ... (pointing my left hand to the left)  
...and Real World science ... (pointing my right hand to the right).”  
 
What a mess. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Brady Caldwell 
Science teacher 
Kvarngärdet International School, Uppsala 
http://skepticalswedishscientists.wordpress.com/2014/05/31/teach-not-preach/ 
 


